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 The short chapters are arranged alphabetically by emotional, physical,
and spiritual needs that caregivers encounter daily. Beyond exhausted,
beyond stressed, they food cravings for a glimmer of hope. What if the
next matter to fail makes them snap? They are stretched way too thin and
panic simmers just under the surface area. You can see it in their eyes
and hear it in their voices. With Each Passing Minute, a devotional
memoir, gives hope and encouragement for weary caregivers.Caregivers.
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Comfort and Encouragement for Caregivers This charming book is the
perfect companion for caregivers. Words of comfort stream seamlessly as
the author shares her trip as a caregiver, daughter, sister, mother and
wife. It provides found its way into many grateful hands. Each chapter
includes an inspired SHIRLEY'S SANITY SAVER. These helpful nudges remind
caregivers to reach out, look in and participate in life's joys. Our
Stephen Ministers used this publication as continuing education and
found her suggestions and nudges especially useful. Thrown herself in to
the part of caregiver instantly as her parents age, decline and prepare
to keep this life the author found help in scripture, family members and
community and faith. Your heart will thank you. Helpful and Biblical!
That is an outstanding examine for caregivers, family members, and
anyone who wants some insight into giving care to older people..then
bought 5 even more to disburse. One also made it to the Rochester
Chapter of the Alzheimer's Association. Draws you in, a single moment at
the same time My mother read this book while she was caregiver to my
Dad. You may be inspired. You can be given strength. Most importantly,
you may be reminded you should never be alone in this trip. God will be
with tou every stage of the way. Contact to caregivers: Comfort and
Understanding for the Journey Shirley knows first hand the issues and
joys of caring for a parent in their twilight years.. Family members
dynamics, practical ideas, and understanding are paramount in this
reserve. As I turned the pages, they rang accurate to my journey of
sorrow and exhaustion, self-question, and glimmers of humor and hope. a
most inspirational browse!I call this book inspiring and encouraging
simply for caregivers. I would and have recommended this to anyone who's
currently a caregiver or .! Such an interesting design of writing filled
with perfect biblical estimates, humorous events & an extremely useful
mention of have for future years if needed. I think about this book a
"WILL NEED TO HAVE" for anybody living the caregiver function. I
motivate anyone needing support in any caregiving situation to purchase
what lays in the covers of the book. A must read for families amid this
lifestyle stage. The influence with each reading was effective in
probably the most positive way.. It feels more like a gracious hand
expanded to walk with you through the same valley the writer stumbled
through herself. Personal! It is possible to show that Shirley Leonard
is an common "salt of the planet earth" person who has an extraordinary
present for beautiful writing and great like for people and for god, the
father.Five large stars. I purchased this book to give to a family
caregiver. A wonderfully encouraging, realistic and helpful book in what
it's like to be a care-giver, especially if several family users are all
ailing simultaneously. With encouraging transparency and many engaging
anecdotes that surface the book in real life, Leonard recounts her
odyssey looking after aging parents who lived far away while also
serving as a mother and pastor's wife -- and at exactly the same time,
her husband was suffering through some health crises aswell. We are not



perfect and occasionally we have to refuel. For that I am very grateful.
Strongly suggested! I took my time, took notes and plan to share it with
others. Shirley writes from a center that personally understands the
difficulties, the frustrations, the needs of caregiving. She's honest
and open in sharing her own struggles to stability caregiving with the
others of life, however all throughout this publication she provides
morsels of encouragement that bring power and nourishment to the
caregiver's weary soul.I understand this is a book I'll come back to
often...and I've ordered more to provide to others who find themselves
in the role of caregiver. We are not ideal and sometimes we need to
refuel Taking care of others sometimes is definitely hard and sometimes
the rewarding. Leonard really wants to put your mind at ease with this
read. Structuring her publication around lines from the well-known hymn
"Daily and with Each Passing Moment," she leavens the text with
pertinent Scripture quotations and some low-key but extremely sensible
advice.I would anything to have my parents still with me to deal
with.Leonard gives you a handbook ,guidebook in the event that you will
to assist you with this everyday care.! Shirley was kind more than
enough to share her publication with me and I thoroughly enjoyed reading
it. The reading is powerful in the most positive way. I read this book
slowly the 1st time through, chapter by chapter savoring the story and
the message. It required a substantial amount of time as I didn't want
to buy to end. The second period I read it was in one sitting during a
car trip.This is simply not a crisp how-to manual for caregiving.! Just
like the author's mother, Mother was struck down by her own medical
problems, and I took over responsibility for her and Dad both.
Wonderful, must read book for caregivers! What an amazing go through, in
so many ways.I gave this book 4 starsI was presented with a copy of the
book by the author my honest review. With Each Passing Moment I'm
savoring each chapter of the inspiring publication, finding help and
hope as I give treatment to both my mother and my husband. I have to
admit the topic of caregiving was one that I was not familiar with, but
after reading several webpages, I knew it had been more than just a book
about a topic that I was not really acquainted with. Thank you Shirley!
The chapters made me laugh, cry and think about areas of my own life.
Primarily, I learned that through faith, God are certain to get you
through even the toughest of times. Practical and well written. This is
a book that I'll keep handy so when the need arises, will use as a
reference. It was a real life tale, her caregiving journey. I loved this
book because of the straight ahead, honest daily struggles caring for
parents!. Nor is it a sappy diary of the crisis or a preachy assurance
that believing in Jesus will make it all better. I can not let you know
how much this publication has helped me. Being a care giver will be a
lot of work and stress with lots of feeling of inadequacy of not doing
the right thing. It has helped me in recognizing that I am not by
yourself in those feelings. If you are a caregiver you must read this



book! Too bad I can't give it a lot more than 5 celebrities! The story
affected myself, but also affected just how I knew it could touch
other's that I understood who were coping with the same challenges.
Powerful! Many thanks Shirley E. Precious! Oh my! I'd and have
recommended this to anyone who is currently a caregiver or is a
caregiver in the future. Powerful!Aside from the actual encounters and
insights and encouragement this reserve shares, I loved that it's
written in language that's comfortable, direct, yet somehow lyrical.
Precious! Personal! Leonard for writing your story full of help and
expect the caregiver and for the glory of God . I cannot put it down.
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